This paper presents an improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique for global optimization. Many variants of the technique have been proposed in literature. However, two major things characterize many of these variants namely, static search space and velocity limits, which bound their flexibilities in obtaining optimal solutions for many optimization problems. Furthermore, the problem of premature convergence persists in many variants despite the introduction of additional parameters such as inertia weight and extra computation ability. This paper proposes an improved PSO algorithm without inertia weight. The proposed algorithm dynamically adjusts the search space and velocity limits for the swarm in each iteration by picking the highest and lowest values among all the dimensions of the particles, calculates their absolute values and then uses the higher of the two values to define a new search range and velocity limits for next iteration. The efficiency and performance of the proposed algorithm was shown using popular benchmark global optimization problems with low and high dimensions. Results obtained demonstrate better convergence speed and precision, stability, robustness with better global search ability when compared with six recent variants of the original algorithm.
Introduction
Individuals, enterprises and governments meet varieties of problems from day to day for which the best possible solutions amidst limited resources are sought. Many of these problems can be formulated as optimization problems for which many techniques abounds for solving them in literature. Prominent among these is particle swarm optimization (PSO). The original particle swarm optimization (OPSO) 1 is a popular nature-inspired technique that displays problem-solving capabilities to solve complex and challenging optimization problems. It is an evolutionary computation technique inspired by social behavior of birds and fish schooling. The concept was brought into optimization in 1995.
technique for solving simple and complex optimization problems. It has been successfully used to solve many difficult real-world optimization problems. [18] [19] [20] When the technique was initially introduced, it was implemented using basic mathematical operations; no major adjustment was needed to adapt it to new problems; it was almost independent of the initialization of the swarm; the gradient, continuity or differentiability of the problem to work with was not needed and very few parameters were required to be tuned to obtain quality solutions. Implementing this technique requires that the positions and velocities of a number of particles (swarm) be randomly generated using upper and lower bounds on the design variable values, after which the particles are randomly distributed in the solution search space. In the course of operation, every particle works with two major informationits personal experience and reachable neighbours' experiences; these are used to determine its next move in the solution space. In addition, each particle is associated with a value determined by the objective function of the problem being optimized to measure their qualities. The technique maintains a single swarm of particles throughout its execution and adjusts their positions and velocities in each iteration based on new discoveries about the solution space. These operations are basic to the implementations of OPSO variants.
The solution search space is often represented as n-dimensional space. Also, the position and velocity of each particle are represented as the vectors Xi = (xi1,… ,xin) and Vi = (vi1,… ,vin), respectively. When the particles move in the search space searching for optimum solution to the problem being optimized, their velocities and positions are updated according to Eqs. (1) and (2). 1 2 ( 1) (
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Where Pi and Pg are vectors representing the ith particle personal best and swarm global best positions respectively; coeff1 = c1r1 and coeff2 = c2r2; c1 and c2 are acceleration factors known as cognitive and social scaling parameters that determine the magnitude of the random forces produced by r1 and r2 in the direction of Pi and Pg; r1 and r2 are random numbers in the interval [0, 1] and t is iteration index. A value of 2.0 is commonly used for c1 and c2 respectively. 1 The positions of particles in the swarm when they are being updated are controlled to be within some specified bounds as shown in Eq. (3), where min X and max X represent the lower and upper bounds of the particle's position. Due to the fact that particle velocity based on Eq. (1), without restriction, could grow and make the particle oscillates around an optimum, increase its distance to the optimum on each iteration, or go out of the search space, the idea of velocity clamping was introduced in OPSO. 1, 2 With this introduction, the particles could take reasonably sized steps searching through the search space rather than bouncing about excessively. This has led to significant improvement as regards the performance of OPSO. However, efforts have been made in time past to eliminate the use of velocity clamping, but researches have shown that velocity clamping has become a standard feature of OPSO. 21 Equation (4) shows one of the ways velocity clamping is implemented, with minV and maxV representing the lower and upper bounds of the particle's velocity. min if min . max if max
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OPSO being a stochastic population-based technique that relies directly on the objective values rather than the derivative information of the problem being optimized is less exposed to deception in the solution search space. However, it is susceptible to premature convergence, especially when the problem to be optimized is multi-peaked and when there are many decision variables (dimensions). This is because the more the particles communicate among themselves, the more they be alike until converging to the same region of the solution search space. If after some time no better global best is found by any other particle, they will all converge about the existing global best which may not be the global minimiser.
OPSO Variants Adopted for Comparisons
The OPSO variants considered for comparison with the proposed improved original PSO (IOPSO) in this paper are subsequently reviewed. These variants are AIWPSOA, iPSO, MARPSO, AIWPSO, PSOrank and mPSO. Except otherwise clearly stated, these variants implement Eq. (5) to update the velocities of particles. Equation (5) differ from Eq. (1) because of the inertia weight parameter (ω) introduced into it. This parameter has attracted a lot of attentions and seems to be the most important compared with other parameters. The motivation behind its introduction was the desire to better control (or balance) the scope of the (local and global) search of OPSO algorithm and reduce the importance of (or eliminate) velocity clamping, Vmax during the optimization process. ( 1) (
Adaptive inertia weight PSO algorithm (AIWPSOA)
a This variant 15 was proposed to improve the balancing of exploitation and exploration abilities of PSO, by taking advantage of the effect of inertia weight, to achieve better results. A measure called individual search ability (ISA) defined in Eq. (6) was used to ascertain the current situation of each particle, i.e. whether the particle lacks global exploration or local exploitation abilities in each dimension. A large ISA means strong global exploration ability, inertia weight should be decreased. While a small ISA means that the inertia weight should be increased. This enables a particle decide whether to increase or decrease its values of inertia weight.
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where, xij is the position of the ith particle in the jth dimension, pij is the own best solution, pgj is the current global best solution, |…| denotes absolute value and ε is a positive constant close enough to zero. Depending on the ISA, the inertia weight of ith particle in jth dimension was dynamically calculated in each iteration using a transform function defined in Eq. (7), so as to enhance the corresponding weak search abilities. This strategy was found to improve the performance of OPSO algorithm.
Where,  is a positive constant in the range (0, 1].
Improved PSO (iPSO)
This variant used opposition-based learning to enhance the performance of OPSO. The underlying principle behind this approach is the basic idea of opposition-based learning 13 : assuming a worst case, particle with the lowest fitness, xb, is taken to be a guess that is "very far away from the existing solution" in the opposite location. In each iteration this particle is replaced with its opposite (the anti-particle) as shown in Eq. (8) .
where xbj ∈ [LBj, UBj], j = 1, 2,… , N d ; LBj and UBj are the lower and upper bounds respectively for the decision variable x in the d th dimension and N d is the dimension of the problem. During each iteration, the velocity and personal experience of the anti-particle are reset while the global best solution is also updated.
Modified attractive and repulsive PSO (MARPSO)
MARPSO is a new diversity-guided PSO and a modification of the attractive and repulsive PSO (ARPSO). 12 The major goal of this variant was to solve the problem of premature convergence associated with PSO by increasing the diversity of swarm, while maintaining a higher convergence speed. In achieving their goal, the authors introduced new measures of population diversity function and concept of the particle's best flight direction into ARPSO. Because the algorithm could not guarantee local and global convergences, a mutation strategy was also introduced into it in order to improve its convergence. The algorithm used Eq. (9) to update the velocities of particles and maintained Eq. (2) for the particles' positions updating. ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) (
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Where dir(t) as defined in Eq. (10) is the flight direction of the tth generation and di(t) in Eq. (11) is the flight direction of the ith particle of the tth generation. 
The expression dir(t) = 1 means that the swarm does attractive movement while dir(t) = -1 means it does repulsive movement. The dlow and dhigh are low and high limits of the particles respectively.
The inertia part of Eq. (9) is beneficial to the search when d i (t) is 1 or -1. The diversity of the swarm represented by diversity is measured according to Eq. (12).
The mutation strategy as used in the algorithm is defined in Eq. (13) 
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Where Vmin and Vmax are the low and high limits of the speed of particles while r3, r4 ∈ U[0, 1]. It is evident in Eqs. (13) and (14) that the mutation is carried out when the speed of the particle is less than Vmin.
Adaptive inertia weight PSO (AIWPSO)
AIWPSO 14 was proposed to further improve the performance of OPSO by introducing inertia weight that uses the swarm success rate to compute inertia weight by mapping it to a range of maximum and minimum inertia weight values [ωmax, ωmin] using a linear function shown in Eq. (15) . Using this adaptive inertia weight value, the algorithm is able to improve the performance of OPSO in the static and dynamic environments. To improve exploration, at the end of each iteration of the algorithm, the worst particle is replaced by a mutated best particle. The mutation is done by adding a Gaussian noise with zero mean standard deviation to one of the randomly chosen dimension of the best particle to facilitate exploration. AIWPSO outperformed its competitors virtually in all the numerical tests performed. 14 The adaptive inertia weights help to provide knowledge of situation of the swarm at each iteration. A high percentage of success indicates that the particles have converged to a point that is far from the optimum point and the entire swarm is slowly (16) where, n is the swarm size and the success of particle i in the tth iteration ( ) i t succ is obtained using Eq. (17), with the assumption that a minimization problem is being considered.
where
Pbest is the current best position of particle i until iteration t and f( ) is the function to be optimized.
Rank based PSO with dynamic adaptation (PSOrank)
A variation of the standard PSO algorithm called PSOrank was proposed based on cooperative behavior of particles in the swarm 10 . It uses a time-varying inertia weight which decreases non-linearly to improve its performance. In the algorithm, some of the best particles (which decrease in number as the iteration increases) are selected proportionate to their respective strengths, after the particles are ranked based on their fitness, so that they contribute to the updating of the position of a candidate particle. The strength of each contributing particle is a function of strivness, immediacy and number of contributed particles. The local search and convergence to global optimum solution by the algorithm depends on these selected best particles. PSOrank updates the velocity vector of the particles using Eq. (18).
where,
 models the influence of the neighbor particle j on the candidate particle i in the kth iteration,
is the ranking parameter which signifies the strivness of the individual j in the neighborhood of the ith particle; fitnessj(k) is the fitness of particle j in the neighborhood of particle i and Neighborsi is the number of neighbor particles. the neighborhood of the ith particle, where Ni is the number of individuals in the neighborhood of particle i; 0 < α < 1 and 0 < β < 1 are parameters which control the importance of social knowledge provided by the neighbor individuals.
Modified PSO (mPSO)
This variant 11 , addressed the issue of particles getting over concentrated, tried to delay the algorithm falling into local minimum and increase the global search capability of the swarm. The authors used Eq. (19) to control the swarm diversity effectively in order to prevent their quick gathering at the location of gbest. This was done with the belief that, effective control of the swarm's aggregation degree will improve the algorithm's capability to obtain global minimum.
(1 ) .
From Eq. (19), σ is a random number drawn from the standard Gaussian distribution, the initial value of the η = 1.0, and set η = βη every 50 iterations, where β is a random number between [0.01, 0.9]. This method not only produces a small range of disturbance to achieve the local search with high probability, but also produces a significant disturbance to step out of the local minimum area with large step migration in time.
Discussion
All the variants described above tried to address the problem of getting trapped in local optima (premature convergence) common with OPSO. In the process of trying to achieve their goals, the authors of these variants modified OPSO in various ways by introducing additional parameters and computations. All the variants outperformed their competitors in solving various test problems that were used in the different experiments conducted by their authors. Summarized in Table 1 are the additional parameters to OPSO and the extra computations associated with these variants. Considering the OPSO variants described above, MARPSO and PSOrank are more complicated than others while iPSO is the least complicated in terms of extra computations and additional parameters. In this regard, iPSO strived at maintaining the goal of being a simple algorithm which was one the desires of the authors of OPSO 2 , but could not maintain the goal of robustness. For mPSO, AIWPSO, MARPSO and PSOrank, the goal of robustness was achieved to a very high level, but could not maintain the goal of simplicity. From Table 1 , inertia weight (ω) and particles velocity limits (Vmax and Vmin) parameters are common among the variants. In cases where the velocity limits were assigned the upper and lower limits of the solution search space of a problem, the values remained constant throughout the lifetime of the algorithm. 10, 15 This was equally the same thing when the velocity threshold was assigned constant values relative to each problem. 11 Also, in all the variants as it is common among other OPSO variants, the solution search space remains constant till the algorithms finish their executions. The inertia weight and velocity threshold plays important role in the exploration and exploitation ability of OPSO algorithm, though their selections may be problem-dependent. There are possibilities of encountering some practical problems with lack of knowledge regarding the selection of Vmax which could result to employing trial-and-error approach in order to make a selection and this can be time consuming. If the velocity threshold of the particles is allowed to remain static (either by assigning it to a predefined constant or a search space threshold) throughout the period of execution of an algorithm, then the particles may be forced to take some step size that could make them do too much exploration or not enough exploitation. The inertia weight parameter is the common tool being used to address this challenge, but this could better be addressed by working directly with the velocities of the particles because it is the direct determinant of the particles' step sizes. Making the solution search spaces static could also make the particles spend needless time searching areas that may not be necessary for solution. If the velocity and solution search space limits are made to vary (dynamically) throughout the lifetime of the algorithms without using the inertia weight parameter, there are possibilities of obtaining better and quality solutions to optimization problems. This is what the present paper seeks to achieve.
The improved original PSO (IOPSO)
The major goal of this paper is to improve on the performance of OPSO, in a simple way, without using the inertia weight parameter (ω) or getting involved in complex computation(s). Apart from the commonly used Vmax and velocity clamping percentage (represented as μ in this paper), no other parameters were used. This was done to make the algorithm simple and robust, yet effective.
In order to achieve this major goal, a careful study was done regarding the particles' dimensions. First, the following observations were made: (i) During search, every particle dynamically changes its position in a complex environment facing different situation. As a result, each particle along every dimension may have different trade-off between global and local search abilities. (ii) Clamping the velocity of a particle changes the step size as well as the particle's direction since changing any component of a vector changes that vector's direction. As each dimension is optimized independently, the particle moves toward the global best on each dimension with a speed depending on the velocity limits. Since the maximum iterative movement toward global best on any dimension is clamped, particles may be thought of as combing the search space a bit more thoroughly than when their velocities are unclamped. 21 (iii) It has also been experimentally discovered that large velocity threshold enhances exploration while small velocity threshold enhances exploitation. Second, an experimental study was conducted using OPSO to observe the progressive values of the dimensions as well as the fitness value for each particle while the algorithm is being run. The Ackley problem was used for the experiment, with dimension of 10, swarm size of 10, upper and lower particle velocity limits set as vmax = xmax and vmin = xmin and a maximum iteration of 100. Sample results for the values of the different dimension and fitness at the initialization state, as well as at the 10th, 20th, 50th and 100th iteration relative to the particles are shown in Appendix A.
When the search space and velocity limits were allowed to vary dynamically (method described below), the experiment was repeated with the same settings. It was discovered that there was a great improvement as shown by the sample results in Appendix B. This shows that a dynamically adjusted search space and velocity limits could contribute positively to the exploitation and exploration activities of OPSO.
Described below is the improvement made to OPSO. In every iteration, the largest dimension value (Ld) and the smallest dimension value (Sd) among the dimensions of all the particles, were obtained according to Eqs. (20) and (21) .
Where, j i x is the ith particle with jth dimension. The upper limit xmax and lower limit xmin of the solution search space for the particles were obtained according to Eqs. (22) and (23) .
Where |· | means absolute value. After obtaining xmax and xmin, they are used to compute the upper (vmax) and lower (vmin) particle velocity limits as defined in Eqs. (24) and (25).
Where, μ is a velocity clamping percentage. It serves as a scaling factor of the upper and lower solution space limits to help reduce the velocity range for particles in the process of operation by IOPSO. After obtaining the new velocity limits and solution search space, the particles are redistributed in the search space. When the particles' positions are being updated, contrary to the common method in Eq. (3) for ensuring that the particles do not move out of the solution search space, IOPSO uses Fig. 1 . This method in some way help the algorithm achieve some level of exploration. Shown in Fig. 2 below is the algorithm for IOPSO. The shaded portions indicate areas of improvements made to OPSO. 
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Return x* and f* End IOPSO Algorithm 
Exploration and Exploitation Activities of IOPSO
In order to be able to leave a current peak and look for better solutions in the search space, IOPSO utilizes Eqs. (20) to (23) to redistribute the particles within the newly calculated solution search space. This method could provide the particles with the opportunity of leaving their current positions to other parts of the search space, thus helping to escape getting stuck in local optimum. This happens throughout the process of the algorithm.
To facilitate the refinement of the best solution it has found so far, Eqs. (24) and (25) enable IOPSO to search a small vicinity of this solution. This is so because, as the algorithm's operation progresses, the velocity range of the particles decreases, thereby reducing the distance each particle should exploit for better solution and the smaller the velocity range the higher the exploitation by the particles. and PSOrank 10 were adopted for comparisons. IOPSO was tested separately with each competing variant, using the same number of benchmark problems that were used in the respective referenced papers. The reason for this is to subject IOPSO to the same testing conditions that made the respective competing variant performed well so as to check if IOPSO could favorably compete with each of them. Summarized in Table 2 are the variants and their respective testing conditions with which they were validated. Table 3 is a combination of benchmark problems. They are combined together because some of the variants were used to solve the same problems howbeit with different experimental settings. The problems, which are of varied level of difficulties, are diverse enough to serve as representative of many problems that can arise in global optimization. Some of the characteristics (US -unimodal separable, UN -unimodal non-separable, MS -multimodal separable, MN -multimodal non-separable) were obtained from literature. 23 The largeness of the existing number of the feasible solutions in some of the benchmark problems is known but unknown for others. Further information can be obtained from literature. 
Benchmark problems
Presented in
Parameter settings for IOPSO
The parameters that were set for IOPSO are c1, c2, and μ. Different values like 0.5, 0.15, 0.05, 0.75 and 1.0 have been used for μ in the literature. 10, 15, 21, 26, 27 In this paper, the value for μ in Eqs. (24) and (25) is 0.15; this value was used because it has been proved to be good and efficient. 21, 27 The value for c1 and c2 was 2.0; this value has also been proved to be generally good and are commonly used in the literature. 7, 10, 12, 26 The parameters r1 and r2 were randomly generated using the uniform random number generator. Inertia weight parameter ω was not used. 
Settings of the experiment
A total of 6 different experiments were conducted. The experiments were conducted as follows:
(i) IOPSO versus AIWPSOA using existing test problems and conditions. 15 (ii) IOPSO versus iPSO using existing test problems and conditions. 13 (iii) IOPSO versus MARPSO using existing test problems and conditions. 12 
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(iv) IOPSO versus AIWPSO using existing test problems and conditions. 14 (v) IOPSO versus PSOrank using existing test problems and conditions. 10 (vi) IOPSO versus mPSO using existing test problems and conditions. 11 The reason for using this method of testing is to create diverse environment as stated in Table 2 , to prove the robustness, convergence speed, solution quality and stability of IOPSO compared to the respective competing variants.
The settings for each experiment were relative to the different competing variant as recorded in the respective literature. These settings are stated below. The application software was developed in Microsoft Visual C# programming language and initial positions of particles in IOPSO were generated using uniform random number generator.
Experiment 1
In this experiment IOPSO was compared with AIWPSOA. 15 The test problems, search ranges and initialization ranges are stated in Table 4 . The maximum numbers of iterations was set to 1000, 1500 and 2000 respectively for the dimensions stated in Table 2 . The experiment was repeated 100 times for each test problem. 
Experiment 2
In this experiment IOPSO was compared with iPSO. 13 The total number of simulations was 30 and each simulation was allowed to run for 50 000 evaluations of the objective function. Shown in Table 5 are the test problems, search ranges and initialization ranges used in the experiment. 
Experiment 3
In this experiment IOPSO was compared with MARPSO. 12 The test problems, search ranges and initialization ranges are stated in Table 6 . The number of evaluations of objective function for the different problem dimensions (stated in Table 2 ) was set to 40 000, 100 000, and 200 000 respectively. Error tolerance was set to 10 -10 , that is, fitness smaller than error tolerance when the algorithm terminates was considered as zero. For IOPSO, the experiment was repeated 100 times for each of the test problems.
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Experiment 4
In this experiment IOPSO was compared with AIWPSO 14 . The test problems, search ranges and initialization ranges are stated in Table 7 . The maximum allowed number of function evaluations was set to 200 000. The experiment was repeated 30 times for each of the test problems. 
Experiment 5
In this experiment IOPSO was compared with PSOrank. 10 The test problems, search ranges and initialization ranges are stated in Table 8 . The maximum numbers of iterations was set to 1000, 1500 and 2000 for 10, 20 and 30 dimensions respectively. For Schaffer's f6 problem, the maximum iteration was set to 1000. The experiment was repeated 100 times for each test problem. Success criterion was set for all the problems; for Schaffer's f6, success criterion was set to 10 -6 and 10 -2 for others. After the maximum iteration, if the minimum value reached by the algorithm was not below the threshold, the run was considered unsuccessful. Average fitness smaller than 10 -15 was considered as zero. In this experiment IOPSO was compared with mPSO. 11 The test problems, search ranges and initialization ranges are stated in Table 9 while their dimensions and swarm sizes are stated in Table 2 . The maximum numbers of iterations was set to 3000 for all dimensions. The experiment was repeated 50 times for each test problem. The target value of function optimization was set to 10 -10 . After the maximum iteration, any average fitness smaller than 10 -10 was considered to be zero.
Comparative study and discussions
Results obtained from all the experiments are presented and discussed in this sub-section to show the overall performance of the proposed method compared to other methods. In all the comparisons, mean best solution (Mean Fitness) is a measure of the precision that the algorithm can get within given iterations while standard deviation (Std. Dev.) is a measure of the algorithm's stability and robustness and success rate (SR) is the rate of the optimum fitness result in the criterion range experimenting a number times independently. Recorded in Tables 10-15 are the numerical results obtained for all the experiments. All the results for the competing PSO variants were obtained from the respective referenced papers and they are presented here the way they were recorded. Thus, the recording of the results for IOPSO were patterned after them. In each of the tables, bold values represent the best results. Mean Fitness -1.8673e+02 -1.7717e+02 3.3703e-134 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00
Std. Dev. 1.0306e-27 9.8384e+00 5.1722e-267 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00
Results for Experiment 1
The results in Table 10 clearly reveal a great difference in performance between IOPSO and AIWPSOA. The results are compared based on the final accuracy of the averaged best solutions. In all the test problems across the swarm sizes and dimensions except dimension 30 with swarm size 80, results indicate that IOPSO can get better optimum fitness results, showing better convergence precision better global search ability compared with AIWPSOA. The solution obtained for Rastrigin problem when the swarm size was 80 and dimension 30, shows that IOPSO was not comfortable working with large swarm size relative to the problem, under the limitation of allowed maximum number of iterations. IOPSO obtained optimal solutions for Griewank and Rastrigin, but it was trapped in local minimum solving Rosenbrock.
Results for Experiment 2
In Table 11 , IOPSO is compared together with iPSO based on their final accuracies of the averaged best solutions and stability. Both algorithms performed equally in Ackley and Sphere problems. IOPSO demonstrated better search ability to obtain optimal minimum with better accuracy and stability for Griewank, Rotated Ellipsoid and Salomon. For Rosenbrock, the two algorithms could not obtain optimal minimum but iPSO was better in solution accuracy while IOPSO was better in algorithm stability. iPSO performed better in Rastrigin; this is because IOPSO was not comfortable working with the large swarm size within the allowed number of iterations. Table 12 compares the results of IOPSO with that of MARPSO based on their final accuracies of the averaged best solutions. IPSO generally performed better than MARPSO because it was able to obtain optimal minimum for 3 (Ackley, Griewank and Rastrigin) out of the 5 problems across the problems dimensions whereas MAPSO was able to obtain optimal minimum for Rastrigin. IOPSO was able to obtain better result for Rastrigin because a swarm size of 20 was used. For Rosenbrock, the two algorithms could not obtain optimal minimum but the solutions obtained by MARPSO across the problems dimensions were better in terms of accuracy. Table 13 represents two measures (mean fitness and standard deviation) for the experimental results obtained by IOPSO and AIWPSO in 12 problems. Out of these problems, IOPSO significantly outperforms AIWPSO in 8 of them while AIWPSO obtained better results in 3 of them. The two algorithms successfully optimized the Step problem with equal precision, quality and stability. IOPSO was able to obtain optimal minimum for Rastrigin and Non-continuous Rastrigin (NC Rastrigin) because the swarm size used for the experiment was 20. In Griewank and Rastrigin problems, while AIWPSO became trapped in the local optima, IOPSO was able to escape and obtained optimal results. Though AIWPSO got good results in Ackley, Rotated Ellipsoid, Schwefel P2.22 and the problem with noise (Noisy Quadric), but IOPSO excelled it by obtaining results with better quality, precision and stability. The two algorithms could not obtain optimal solution for Rosenbrock and Schwefel, but AIWPSO obtained better solutions for them than IOPSO; however, IOPSO was more stable optimizing Rosenbrock. AIWPSO obtained optimal solution for Shubert but IOPSO could not because its results for some of the runs were not optimal which affected its average performance in the problem. Considering the entire set of problems, IOPSO demonstrated better global search ability, convergence quality and speed, as well as stability compared with AIWPSO.
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Results for Experiment 4
Results for experiment 5
The numerical results for the test problems are recorded in Tables 14(a)-(d) . The results are presented in order of problem dimensions for the scalable problems and then followed by the Schaffer's f6 problem. The two algorithms successfully optimized Rastrigin across the three different problem dimensions and Schaffer's f6 which is of dimension 2. They demonstrated equal stability, search ability and obtained solutions with same quality. In Rosenbrock problem, PSOrank obtained solutions with better quality and demonstrated better search ability in all the dimensions, but IOPSO was more stable. Though the two algorithms had equal success rate in Ackley, Griewank and Sphere across the dimensions, IOPSO significantly outperformed PSOrank in result quality, robustness, stability and global search ability.
Results for experiment 6
Tables 15(a)-(d) show all the results of IOPSO and mPSO for six problems. The two algorithms were tested with different dimensions of the problems and four measures as shown in the tables were used to verify their performances. From the results, the two algorithms could not reach the given target value when optimizing Rosenbrock problem; while mPSO obtained a result with little difference in accuracy, IOPSO was more stable across the dimensions. For the other problems, in terms of result quality, convergence accuracy, robustness, algorithm stability and global search ability the two algorithms had equal performance in optimizing the problems. However, the results revealed that the two algorithms differ in terms of convergence speed. Across the problem dimensions, IOPSO converged twice as fast as mPSO in Ackley and Sphere problems but almost twice as fast as mPSO in Griewank problem. Optimizing Rastrigin problem, IOPSO also converge faster than mPSO when the problem dimension was set to 10, but as the problem dimension was increased to 20 and 30, mPSO converged faster than IOPSO. In Schaffer's f6 problem, mPSO had higher convergence speed than IOPSO.
Conclusion
The original PSO (OPSO) introduced in 1995 has been improved upon in this paper and has been named improved OPSO (IOPSO), without additional parameter(s) or complex computational efforts. Several experiments were performed using different nonlinear optimization problems well studied in literature with varied complexities and dimensions to compare the performance of IOPSO with the performances of six recent efficient PSO variants. From the experiments conducted, results show that IOPSO is very consistent in convergence velocity, convergence accuracy, global search ability and robustness than all the OPSO variants adopted for comparisons. IOPSO works well with swarm size not greater than 40. However, with high number of iterations it can comfortably work with higher swarm sizes.
Allowing the velocity limits and solution search space of particles to vary dynamically relative to the values of particles' dimension has greatly improved the performance of OPSO algorithm. This was as a result of better exploration and exploitation activities of the algorithm with flexibility in concentrating on the promising areas in the solution search space for further search by the particles instead of the entire space all the time.
Further study is needed on the optimization of Rosenbrock because the algorithm still experienced premature convergence solving the problem. Also, further empirical investigation of the effect of noise on the performance of the proposed algorithm by using more optimization problems with noise is needed. Furthermore, a scalability study will be conducted by using the algorithm on problems with dimensions greater than 100. Finally, applying the proposed algorithm to real-world problems will be investigated. 
